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As an already registered user simply enter your userame and password in the login page in the
appropriate fields. After logging in you will see your user specific settings and prices as well as
having other functions at your disposal. If you have forgotten your password please use link
"Forgotten Password? Based on the information currently available, we assume that these
substances do not pose any risk if the articles are used as intended including disposal. Please
also refer to product documentation. Login Registration As an already registered user simply
enter your userame and password in the login page in the appropriate fields. Product catalogue
and online ordering system for Digital Industries and Smart Infrastructure. Site Explorer.
Product Search. Catalog Back to the last catalog page. Drive technology. Automation
technology. Building Technologies. Low-Voltage controls and distribution. Safety Systems Safety Integrated. Market-specific solutions. Digital Enterprise Services. List of configurators.
Controllers LOGO! CPU C. Product Catalogue Product Catalogue eClass 5. Configurator
Overview. No picture available. Lead CAS-No. Show prices. Compliance with the substance
restrictions according to RoHS directive. Legal information Legal information Warning notice
system This manual contains notices you have to observe in order to ensure your personal
safety, as well as to prevent damage to property. The notices referring to your personal safety
are highlighted in the manual by a safety alert symbol, notices referring only to property
damage have no safety alert symbol. These notices shown below are graded according to the
degree of danger. DANGER indicates that death or severe personal injury will result if proper
precautions are not taken. CAUTION with a safety alert symbol, indicates that minor personal
injury can result if proper precautions are not taken. NOTICE indicates that an unintended result
or situation can occur if the relevant information is not taken into account. If more than one
degree of danger is present, the warning notice representing the highest degree of danger will
be used. A notice warning of injury to persons with a safety alert symbol may also include a
warning relating to property damage. If products and components from other manufacturers are
used, these must be recommended or approved by Siemens. Proper transport, storage,
installation, assembly, commissioning, operation and maintenance are required to ensure that
the products operate safely and without any problems. The permissible ambient conditions
must be complied with. The information in the relevant documentation must be observed.
Trademarks All names identified by are registered trademarks of Siemens AG. The remaining
trademarks in this publication may be trademarks whose use by third parties for their own
purposes could violate the rights of the owner. Disclaimer of Liability We have reviewed the
contents of this publication to ensure consistency with the hardware and software described.
Since variance cannot be precluded entirely, we cannot guarantee full consistency. However,
the information in this publication is reviewed regularly and any necessary corrections are
included in subsequent editions. Table of contents 1 2 3 Introduction Step: Installing the
mounting rail and modules Step: Wiring modules Step: Commissioning hardware Step:
Programming the circuit Step: Configuring hardware Step: Trial run Further Information
Contents of this Getting Started Manual Using a specific example, this "Getting started" manual
guides you through six commissioning steps to implement a functional application. While
working through the example, you will learn the basic hardware and software functions of your
CPU 31xC. This process will take one to two hours, depending on your experience. The order
number can be found in the manuals, e. You must also be familiar with the Microsoft Windows
operating system. Please make sure that you adhere to the applicable safety and accident
prevention regulations, for example IEC emergency stop systems. You risk severe injury, or
damage to machines and equipment if you ignore these regulations. Functionality of the
example Output A LED A The configuration diagram gives you an overview of the overall
configuration. Installing and grounding the mounting rail 1. Screw on the mounting rail screw
size: M6. Make sure to maintain a minimum clearance of 40 mm above and below the mounting
rail. When mounting it on a grounded metallic panel or on a grounded device mounting panel
made of steel sheet, make sure you have a low impedance connection between the mounting
rail and the mounting surface. Connect the rail to the protective conductor. An M6 screw is
provided on the rail for this purpose. Minimum cross-section from the cable to the protective
conductor: at least 10 mm2. Installing modules on the mounting rail 1. Insert the power supply
module. Slide it to the left as far as the grounding screw of the mounting rail. Fasten the power
supply module. Hang in the CPU 1. Slide it as far as the left-hand module 2. Swivel down the
CPU 3. You may come into contact with live wires if the S is connected to the power supply.
Wiring the power supply and the CPU 1. Open the front panel covers of the power supply
module and CPU. Unscrew the strain relief clamp on the power supply module. Strip the power
cable. Crimp wire-end ferrules to the ends of stranded cables. Connect to the power supply.
Screw the strain-relief assembly tight. Insert two short connecting cables between the power
supply and the CPU. Fasten the CPU. Wiring the front connectors of the DI and DO 1. Open the

front right-hand panel of the CPU C. Place the front connector into wiring position. You do this
by pushing a front connector into the CPU until it snaps into position. In this position, the front
connector still protrudes from the CPU. In the wiring position a wired front connector has no
contact with the module. Remove 6 mm of the insulation from the ends of the wires that go into
the front connector. Attach cable end sleeves to these ends. Lead the wires downwards out of
the front connector. Secure the front connector with the screws this establishes contact with
the module. Close the front panel covers of the power supply module and the front panel of the
CPU. Connect the mains cable, then switch on the power supply module PS Then release it. You
must press the mode switch back to MRES within 3 s. You can now release the mode switch.
Select button 1. The LED of I Select button 2. Double-click the OB1 icon in the right-hand part of
the window. The editor for editing the OB 1 block opens. In the "View" menu, select "LAD" to
change to the ladder logic programming language. At the bottom of the left-hand window, a
current path is displayed in network 1. Carefully click on the horizontal line representing the
current path. The line is highlighted. On the toolbar, click twice on the -- -- icon normally-open
contact and then once on the icon coil. The icons are inserted into the current path. Click on the
red question mark for the left-hand normally- open contact in the current path. The
normally-open contact is highlighted and the question mark is replaced with a text input box
containing the cursor. Enter I The left-hand normally-open contact is now called I Learning units
3. Step: Programming the circuit 8. Label the right button in the same way with I Close the editor
and click Yes when you are prompted to save. The editor is closed and OB 1 is saved.
Double-click the Hardware icon in the right-hand part of the window. The editor for editing the
hardware opens. If the catalog is not shown in the right-hand section of the window, you can
activate the catalog by selecting Catalog in the View menu. Drag-and-drop the CPU C into slot 2
window, top or bottom left. Note You can see the order number in the hardware catalog if you
click on a CPU. The order number of the selected CPU then appears in the box below the
hardware catalog. Multiple order numbers may be listed in your hardware catalog in the CPU C
folder see figure. Check whether the order number displayed for slot 2 in the bottom left-hand
section of the window corresponds to the order number on your CPU. Increase the width of the
order number column so you can see the complete number. If it does: Skip to the next step.
Step: Trial run 7. Perform steps 3 and 4 for the power supply module PS too. Insert the PS into
slot 1. Go to the Station menu and select Save and compile. The hardware configuration is
compiled and saved. Close the editor. The editor is closed. Confirm all windows with "Yes". The
program and configuration are downloaded from the programming device to the CPU. Press
each of the buttons alternately. The LEDs of inputs I The LED of output Q Press both buttons
simultaneously. This would switch on a connected actuator or indicator. There you can find: A
newsletter containing the latest information on your Siemens products. The bulletin board, a
worldwide knowledge exchange for users and experts. Information about on-site services,
repairs and spare parts. You will find much more under "Services". Pular no carrossel. Anterior
no carrossel. Enviado por Mancamiaicuru. Data de envio Aug 12, Denunciar este documento.
Baixar agora. Pesquisar no documento. Step: Installing the mounting rail and modules Installing
modules on the mounting rail 1. Bolt the CPU tight, applying a torque of between 0. Step: Wiring
modules 3. Step: Commissioning hardware 3. Step: Commissioning hardware 1. Step:
Programming the circuit 3. Step: Programming the circuit 1. Step: Configuring hardware 3. Step:
Configuring hardware 1. Step: Trial run 1. Anonymous TVdKmk. Engine Tuning UP. Kirsten
Hernandez. Sameh Shebl. Rodrigo Ejk. Pan Cho Zzg. Fouad Ali. Anonymous NwnJNO. Bang
Ochim. Rakhi Kishore. Handrean Yudya Pratama. Muhammad Asim. Jane Hembra. Mais de
Mancamiaicuru. Gintautas Matukaitis. James Vinoth. Adinan Kaleem. Norman Dicket. Ammar
Ishaqui. S Piyush Piyush. Haider Ali. Maktoob M Knif. Ahmed M. Ahmad Al-rifai. Khaled
Megahed. Populares em Software. Luqman Hakim. Satwant singh. MeKqc Santhos. Amelia
Voinea. How to Configure a Firewall for Domains and Trusts. Fariz Nur Amali. Mounir Ben
Mohamed. Opie Mayoz. V Gnanasekhar. Marine Jolie. Sreerag Kunnathu Sugathan. Jorge Carlos
Ckarlos. George K. Sushma Singh. Akhil B Skaria. Willem Kilian. Jundu Omer. Pablo E Lucero
Guillen. Ankit Kumar. Posting Lebih Baru Beranda. NAA0 and cable 6ES Pt climatic range
degrees and 10 kOhm measuring range, 1x pole. S, Terminal block in screw-type connection
system for channel modules of the S, 2 units per packing unit. S, Terminal block in
spring-loaded connection system for channel modules of the S, 2 units per packing unit. S
connecting cable for channel modules, length 1m 2 units per packing unit. S connecting cable
for channel modules, Length 2. S connecting cable for channel modules, Length 5m 2 units per
packing unit. Central processing unit with MPI, Integr. Central processing unit with MPI Integr.
Fail-safe module with MPI Integr. Central processing unit with 1. Digital input Isolated "16 DI; 24
V DC, 1x pole," process interrupt, diagnostics, suitable for isochronous mode operation. Digital
output optically isolated 16 DO, Relay contacts. Counter module Counter functions up to kHz 1

channel for connection of 5 V and 24 V incremental encoders "Isochronous mode;" Measuring
range types incl. Counter module FM for S, Counter functions up to kHz 1 channel for
connection of 5 V and 24 V incremental encoders "Isochronous mode;" Measuring range types
incl. Counter module FM , 8 channels, 20 kHz, 24 V encoder for counting, frequency
measurement, speed measurement, period duration measurement, dosing incl. Dummy module
Use for module replacement. Digital output 8 DQ, relay 2 A. Digital output 16 DQ, relay 2 A.
Analog input, 4 AI thermocouples. Communication module RS, 9-pole D-sub socket , supports
Freeport. Communication module RS, 9-pole D-sub pin , supports Freeport. RS, terminal block,
supports Freeport. SIMATIC S, Labeling sheets for 35 mm wide S modules Color: yellow,
Material: foil, perforated; suitable for printing using commercially available laser printers; 10
sheets with 10 strips each per packing unit sufficient for modules. To the left of the CPU, no
module can be inserted! Central processing unit with Work memory KB for program and 1.
Central processing unit with RAM 1. Central processing unit with Work memory 4. Digital input
module "16 channels in groups of 16;" "Input delay 0. Analog input module 16 bit resolution,
Accuracy 0. Analog output module 16 bit resolution, Accuracy 0. DI 16x DQ 16x Infeed element,
Shield Clamp and Shield Terminal. Quick Links Download this manual. Fail-safe function blocks
for storage and retrieval machines. Panel drivers and tools v1. If products and components from
other manufacturers are used, these must be recommended or approved by Siemens. Proper
transport, storage, installation, assembly, commissioning, operation and maintenance are
required to ensure that the products operate safely and without any problems. Page 3: Preface
Range of validity of this manual The manual describes the components based on the data valid
at the time of its release. Page 6 In order to protect plants, systems, machines and networks
against cyber threats, it is necessary to implement â€” and continuously maintain â€” a holistic,
state-of-the-art industrial security concept. Customer is responsible to prevent unauthorized
access to its plants, systems, machines and networks. Page 8 Table of contents 3. Page 9 Table
of contents 3. Page 10 Table of contents Conversion and cycle times of analog modules Note
Information on the nameplate You will find the current labels and approvals on the nameplate of
the respective modules. Page 16 General technical data 1. Page 17 General technical data 1.
Table 1- 1 Use in industrial environments Field of applica- Noise emission requirements Page
Electromagnetic Compatibility General technical data 1. Page 20 General technical data 1. The
following information applies to modules that are transported and stored in their original
packaging. Page 22 General technical data 1. Improperly handled backup batteries may explode
or cause severe burns. Page 1. Page 24 General technical data 1. Page Siplus S Modules
General technical data 1. Page 27 You can refer to specifications and technical data in the
special "standard" module section. Page 28 General technical data 1. Page 29 General technical
data 1. Test of mechanical environmental conditions The table provides information on the type
and scope of the test of mechanical environmental conditions for SIPLUS S modules. Page 31
General technical data 1. Power supply modules This chapter contains the technical data of the
S power supply modules. Page 35 Power supply modules 2. Page 38 Power supply modules 2.
Page 41 Power supply modules 2. Page 44 Power supply modules 2. Page 47 Power supply
modules 2. Further information The structure of parameter sets data records 0, 1 and is
described in the system data section of the appendix. Page Module Overview Digital modules 3.
This overview supports you in selecting a module to suit your requirements. Page 50 Digital
modules 3. Page Digital Output Modules Digital modules 3. Page 53 Digital modules 3. Page 54
Fuse blown display. Page Relay Output Modules Digital modules 3. SM ; DO 8 x Rel. SM ; Page
Digital Io Modules Digital modules 3. Page Programming Digital Modules Digital modules 3. You
can program the properties of certain modules. Page 60 Digital modules 3. It goes dark after all
error states are cleared. Page 62 Digital modules 3. Page 64 Digital modules 3. Page 65 Digital
modules 3. Terminal Function Terminal Function Page 66 Digital modules 3. Page 68 Digital
modules 3. Page 69 Digital modules 3. Page 71 Digital modules 3. Page 72 Digital modules 3.
Page 74 Digital modules 3. Page 77 Digital modules 3. Page 79 Digital modules 3. Page 81 Digital
modules 3. Page 82 Digital modules 3. Page 83 Digital modules 3. Page 84 Digital modules 3.
Page Isochronous Mode 3. The length of the cycle time may vary due to non-cyclic program
branching. Page 87 Digital modules 3. Page 89 Digital modules 3. It is only possible to
determine that one of the two channels has suffered a wire break; it is not possible to identify
which one. Page 92 Digital modules 3. Page 93 Digital modules 3. Page 95 Digital modules 3.
Page 96 Digital modules 3. Page 97 Digital modules 3. Page Digital modules 3. Terminal
Function Terminal Device" as of V1. Table 3- 24 Data record 0 static parameters : Parameters L1
Size of the motor starter max. Page Sm ; Do 8 X Rel. You can use this to determine whether the
information output to the process "1" or "0" actually arrives there. The digital outputs can be
read back to the user data area: When Q Page Principles Of Analog Value Processing Special
wiring and connecting options are described in the corresponding module data. They can be

operated in electrically isolated mode. Potential differences may develop between electrically
isolated sensors. Figure Wiring and connecting electrically isolated transducers to a
non-isolated AI Note Do not interconnect M- with M when wiring and connecting 2-wire
transducers and Page Principles of analog value processing 4. Wiring and connecting voltage
transducers Figure Wiring and connecting voltage transducers to electrically isolated AI S
Module data The thermocouple pair consists of two wires made of different metals, or of metal
alloys soldered or welded together at their ends. The thermoelectric voltage is a function of the
temperature difference between the measuring point and the free ends, and is also determined
by the material composition of the thermal elements. In this case, route the compensating lines
directly to the analog module. The internal temperature sensor measures the module's
temperature and returns a compensation voltage. The reference junction is formed by the
connecting ends of the thermocouple's equalizing conductor. Recommended compensating box
Use a compensating box with a reference junction. You must order compensating box from
external companies. Page Figure Connection of thermocouples to reference junction Additional
information You can find additional information on the compensating box and connection to an
analog module on the Internet. Certain analog output modules, however, do not support both
types of wiring and connecting. Page Principles Of Analog Modules Principles of analog
modules Introduction This chapter describes the analog values for all measuring or output
ranges supported by the analog modules. Analog value conversion The CPU always processes
the analog values in binary format. Analog input modules convert the analog process signal to a
digital format. Analog output modules convert digital output values to analog signals. Note This
resolution does not apply to temperature values. Page Principles of analog modules 5. Remove
the measuring range module from the slot of the analog input module by lifting it out with a
screwdriver. You can now install the module. You must therefore grade the cycle time in steps
of 2. Setting smoothing of analog values STEP 7 Certain analog input modules allow you to set
smoothing of analog values in The figure applies to all signal changes at the analog input. Page
Programming Analog Modules Principles of analog modules 5. The module properties can be
programmed. You only obtain programmable diagnostic messages if you have enabled
diagnostics at the relevant parameters. Program these functions in the "Diagnostics" parameter
block in STEP 7 The the analog module always provides non-programmable diagnostic
messages, irrespective of the enable state of diagnostic functions. Table 5- 44 Diagnostics
messages of analog input modules Diagnostics message Scope of diagnostics Note Note: the
system does not generate a hardware interrupt if your limit setting exceeds the overshoot or
undershoot range. Analog module selection and commissioning sequence 2. Overview of
essential module properties 3. Modules which are available properties, connection and block
diagrams, technical data and additional information on the module : a for analog input modules
b for analog output modules c for analog IO modules STEP For certain analog input modules:
Set the measuring type and range using the measuring range module 3. Assigning module
parameters 5. Connect the measuring transducers or loads to the module 6. Page Module
Overview Analog modules 6. Page Analog modules 6. Example: When channels 0 and 1 are
active with 2. Bridge the channel input terminals with the adjacent connector terminals. Page
Programmable Parameters Analog modules 6. The channel group number is required to
program SFC parameters in the user program. Table 6- 7 Assignment of SM ; Rule for both
measuring ranges: When the line continuity check is enabled, the module logs the wire-break to
diagnostics data when the current drops below 3. The module also triggers a diagnostic
interrupt if this function is enabled in the program. With AC CMV values of a multiple of filter
frequency settings, noise is suppressed as a result of ADC integration time and common mode
suppression at the input amplifiers. The channel conversion time is 76 ms, including
communication time, at a set interference frequency of 50 Hz. This setting reduces module cycle
times. The interrupt is set when enabled channels have been converted. The table below shows
the contents of the 4 bytes of additional OB40 information during process or end of cycle
interrupts. See table Setting measuring methods and ranges of analog input channels.
Parameter Table 6- 15 Overview of parameters for SM ; Page Isochronous Mode 6. Page CPU.
This optimizes interference immunity of the analog input module. Insert a bridge between M and
S no line resistance compensation. You can use bits 0 and 2 to monitor the temperature of a
motor, for example. Bits 0 and 2 in the process image input cannot be saved. You can assign
parameters only to one channel group. However, set a hardware interrupt only for the first
channel of a channel group, that is channel 0. Terminal assignment The diagrams below show
various wiring options The input impedance depends on programmed measuring range. The
measurement type STEP 7 and range is configured at the "measuring range" Set the "disabled"
value at the "measurement type" parameter for unused channels. These connection examples
apply to all channels channels 0 to 7. The table below shows the relevant configuration of

channel groups. The module must change to the second channel of the group using OptoMOS
relays when conversion is completed. The channel conversion time is 32 ms, including
communication time, when you set an interference frequency of 50 Hz. The cycle time of the
module is doubled in 8-channel mode hardware or software filter , irrespective of the number of
channels at which wire-break monitoring is enabled. Page Adjustable Parameters Analog
modules 6. The channel conversion time is 76 ms, including communication time, when you set
an interference frequency of 50 Hz. The 8-channel mode hardware or software filter modes
extends module cycle times by 4 ms, irrespective of the number of channels at which wire-break
monitoring is enabled. These examples apply to all channels channels 0 to 5. Wiring:
Thermocouple with internal compensation With this kind of compensation, the module detects
the temperature at the reference junction of the connector. The integration time of the module at
Hz suppression is displayed in HW Config as 2. To achieve the required resolution of 15 bits
plus sign , an integration time of 10 ms is needed. Parameters Range of values Default Type of
pa- Scope Device" V1. The channel continues to output valid data and does not report a
diagnostics event. Special features of channel groups with respect to hardware interrupts when
limit is exceeded You can set the high and low limits triggering hardware interrupts separately
for each channel in STEP 7. If enabled, a diagnostic interrupt is sent. I-data is write-protected.
Device", Version V1. Page 6. As shown in the figure "User-calibration status", the "Instructions"
The "Status" field indicates whether the last calibration step was completed with or without a
fault. The table below provides an overview of configurable parameters, including defaults:
Table 6- 33 Overview of the parameters of SM ; STEP 7 You program the outputs at the "output
type" The table below provides overview of programmable parameters and of their defaults.
Table 6- 35 Overview of the parameters of SM ; Table 6- 37 Overview of the parameters of SM ;
The table below provides an overview of configurable parameters, including defaults: Table 639 Overview of the parameters of SM ; By contrast to the other analog modules, the SM has a
lower resolution and no negative measuring ranges. The table below provides an overview of
configurable parameters, including defaults: Table 6- 40 Summary of parameters SM ; Page
Output Ranges Analog modules 6. Page Other Signal Modules Other signal modules Signal
modules This chapter describes the technical data and properties of the S signal modules.
Module overview Introduction The table below summarizes the essential features of the signal
modules described in this chapter. Table 7- 1 Special signal modules: Overview of properties
Properties Page Other signal modules 7. Page Isochronous Mode 7. The SM initiates the frame
transfer. In addition to the encoder position, the encoder transfers additional bits located before
and after the encoder position, depending on the encoder used. Page Freeze Function Other
signal modules 7. The freeze function is triggered by a signal transition positive edge a DI 0 or
DI 1. The configured monoflop time must be greater than the monoflop time of the absolute
value encoder. The SM can trigger diagnostic interrupts. Page Interface Modules Interface
modules Interface modules This chapter described the technical data and properties of the S
interface modules. Module overview Introduction The table below summarizes the essential
features of the interface modules described in this chapter. Table 8- 1 Interface modules:
Overview of properties Properties Page Interface modules 8. Page Parameter sets of signal
modules A. Note For details on parameters of programmable digital IO modules, see the chapter
dealing with the relevant module. You enable a parameter by setting a logical "1" at the
corresponding bit. Figure A-1 Data record 1 for parameters of digital input modules See also
Note For details on the parameters of programmable digital IO modules, see the chapter dealing
with the relevant module. You enable a parameter by setting a logic "1" at the corresponding bit
of byte 0. Figure A-3 Data record 1 for parameters of digital output modules Note AI 8 x 12 bits.
The structure of a module whose channels are not grouped together is documented in the
relevant module description. Observe range limits when setting the limit values. Interference
frequency suppression The table below contains the coding at byte 1 of data record 1 for the
various frequencies see the previous figure. Make allowances for the resultant integration time
at each channel! Table A- 7 Interference frequency suppression codes of analog input modules
You enable a parameter by setting a logical "1" Figure A-7 Data record of SM ; The 50 Hz, 60 Hz
and Hz only apply to 8channel software filter mode. Table A- 13 Temperature coefficient codes
of SM ; Figure A Data record 1 for the parameters of SM ; Figure A Fig. Modes of operation of
SM ; The Hz, 60 Hz and 50 Hz settings only apply to 8channel software filter mode. Table A- 20
Smoothing codes at SM ; Table A- 21 Temperature measurement codes of the analog input
module Temperature unit for linearization Page Measuring Ranges Parameter sets of signal
modules A. The table below shows the measuring method and range codes. Enter these codes
according to the required measuring range at the relevant byte of data record see previous
figure. Table A- S Module data When defining limit values, take the measuring range limits into
account. Selection of an external reference junction Code Local thermoresistor You enable

diagnostic interrupts by setting a logic "1" at the corresponding bit of byte 0. Figure A Data
record 1 for the parameters of analog output modules S Module data Enter these codes at bytes
2 to 5 in data record 1 refer to the previous figure. Table A- 31 Output range codes of analog
output modules Output type Enter these codes at bytes 2 to 9 in data record 1 refer to the
previous figure. Table A- 33 Output range codes of analog output module SM ; Page Diagnostics
Data Of Signal Modules Diagnostics data of signal modules Evaluating diagnostic data of signal
modules in the user program Introduction This appendix describes the diagnostic data
structure in system data. You should be sufficiently familiar with this structure if you want to
evaluate the diagnostics data of the STEP 7 signal module in the user program. Page
Diagnostics data of signal modules B. For modules with more than 8 channels, the channel fault
vector occupies several bytes. The number of bytes used per channel for channel-specific
diagnostics depends on the number of bits entered in byte 5 "Length of the diagnostic
information". General rule: A fault is indicated by a logic "1" The figure below shows the
assignment of the diagnostic byte for a channel of SM ; Page Dimensional Drawings
Dimensional drawings Introduction This appendix contains the dimensional drawings of the
most important components of an S The specified dimensions are required to determine the
dimensions of an S configuration. Make allowances for the dimensions of an S configuration
when you install the system in cabinets, control rooms, etc. Figure C-1 Dimensional drawing of
the mm standard rail Standard mounting rail mm The figure below shows the dimensional
drawing of the mm standard rail. Page Dimensional drawings C. Figure C-3 Dimensional
drawing of the mm standard rail Standard mounting rail mm The figure below shows the
dimensional drawing of the mm standard rail. Figure C-5 Dimensional drawing of the mounting
rail with standard width of mm. Mounting rail Figure C-7 Dimensional drawing of the mounting
rail with standard width of mm. Mounting rail mm The figure below shows the dimensional
drawing of the mm mounting rail. The mounting rail has a length of Page Bus Modules
Dimensional drawings C. Figure C Power supply module PS ; The signal module design may
differ. The specified dimensions are always the same. Page Front door, elevated design for
channel modules 5 units incl. Due to their design, these electronic elements are highly sensitive
to overvoltage, and thus to any electrostatic discharge. The figure below shows the maximum
electrostatic voltage which may build up on a person coming into contact with the materials
indicated. This prevents electrostatic charge. Avoid direct contact You should only touch ESD
components if unavoidable for example, during maintenance work. Please contact your regional
training center or the central training center in Nuremberg ZIP code: Page Safety-Relevant
Symbols Safety-relevant symbols Safety-related symbols for devices without Ex protection The
following table contains an explanation of the symbols located in your SIMATIC device, its
packaging or the accompanying documentation. The product documentation contains
information about the potential risks and enable you to recognize risks and im- plement
countermeasures. Symbol Meaning The assigned safety symbols apply to devices with Ex
approval. Page Safety-relevant symbols G. Page List of abbreviations H. Page Glossary A
transfer medium that interconnects several nodes. Data may be transferred in serial or parallel
mode, using electrical or fiber-optic conductors. Bus segment Self-contained part of a bus
system. Calibration Refers to the process of determining the relationship between the measured
or expected value of the output variable and the associated true or correct value of the
measured variable provided as the input variable, for a specific measuring device and under
particular Default setting A useful setting which is used whenever the user does not enter a
different value. The accuracy of measurements may deteriorate if this limit is violated. Page
Glossary electrically interconnected The reference potential of the control and load voltage
circuits of non-isolated IO modules are electrically interconnected. Equipotential bonding
Electrical connection equipotential conductor of electrical equipment and external conductive
objects to the same or near to same potential, in order to prevent the development of
disturbance and dangerous potentials between those objects. Page At this parameter, the user
defines the mains frequency prevailing on his system. These priority classes include interrupts,
such as hardware interrupts. When an interrupt occurs, the operating system automatically
calls an assigned organization block, in which the user can program the desired response e.
Page 2. The resolution is module-specific. The precision of the measured value resolution
increases with the length of the integration time. The measured values are smoothed by digital
filtering. Users can select module-specific filter properties, i. The time constant of the digital
filter increases in proportion to the degree of smoothing. Page Glossary Total current Total
current of all output channels of a digital output module. It is assigned to a programmable
module CPU, FM, for example and can be organized in smaller units blocks. This manual is also
suitable for: S S module data. Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR.
Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. The

notices referring to your personal safety are highlighted in the manual by a safety alert symbol,
notices referring only to property damage have no safety alert symbol. These notices shown
below are graded according to the degree of danger. DANGER indicates that death or severe
personal injury will result if proper precautions are not taken. CAUTION with a safety alert
symbol, indicates that minor personal injury can result if proper precautions are not taken.
NOTICE indicates that an unintended result or situation can occur if the corresponding
information is not taken into account. If more than one degree of danger is present, the warning
notice representing the highest degree of danger will be used. A notice warning of injury to
persons with a safety alert symbol may also include a warning relating to property damage. If
products and components from other manufacturers are used, these must be recommended or
approved by Siemens. Proper transport, storage, installation, assembly, commissioning,
operation and maintenance are required to ensure that the products operate safely and without
any problems. The permissible ambient conditions must be adhered to. The information in the
relevant documentation must be observed. Trademarks All names identified by are registered
trademarks of the Siemens AG. The remaining trademarks in this publication may be
trademarks whose use by third parties for their own purposes could violate the rights of the
owner. Disclaimer of Liability We have reviewed the contents of this publication to ensure
consistency with the hardware and software described. Since variance cannot be precluded
entirely, we cannot guarantee full consistency. However, the information in this publication is
reviewed regularly and any necessary corrections are included in subsequent editions. Basic
knowledge required In order to understand this manual, you require a general knowledge of
automation engineering. You require knowledge of STEP 7 basic software. Note We reserve the
right to include a product Information containing the latest information on new modules or
modules of a more recent version. In delivery stage V3. If you required more information,
however, please refer to the FAQs on the Internet. Recycling and disposal Because they have
ecologically compatible components, the devices described in this manual can be recycled. For
environment-friendly recycling and disposal of your old equipment, contact a certified disposal
facility for electronic scrap. A forum for global information exchange by users and specialists.
Your local representative for automation and drives in our contact database Information about
on-site services, repairs, spare parts, and lots more. You can also find this on the Internet and
the corresponding entry ID. Guide to the S documentation 1. Ambient influence on the
automation system Information about In Section What provisions do I have to make for
automation system installation space? How do I wire that? When do I need expansion modules
EM and how do I connect them? Which range of modules do I want to use? Which memory
concept is best suited to my application? Technological functions How can I use these
technological functions? Technological functions Guide to the S documentation 1. Which
principles do I have to take into account? How can I implement operation and monitoring
functions? Operator controls and indicators 2. You can use an MMC as a load memory and as a
portable data carrier. Mode selector Use the mode selector to set the CPU operating mode. A
CPU memory reset by means of the mode selector requires a specific sequence of operation.
Power supply connection All CPUs are equipped with a 2-pin socket for power supply
connection. For delivery, the connector with screw terminals is plugged into this inlet at the
factory. Interface X2 PtP 1. Mode selector The mode selector switch is used to set the CPU
operating mode. Mode selector You can use the mode selector switch to set the current
operating mode of the CPU. The default baud rate of all CPUs is You can also set Baud rates up
to max. A PG, for example, can thus receive the correct parameters and automatically connect
to a MPI subnet. Otherwise, transferred data might be corrupted as a result of interference, or
global data packages may be lost. Communication 3. This functionality automatically provides
the correct parameters for online operation of a programming device, for example. In your
configuration you can specify to disable bus parameter broadcasting. Note for DP interface in
slave mode only When you disable the "Test, Commissioning, Routing" check box in the DP
interface properties dialog box in STEP 7, the transmission rate settings of the master
automatically override corresponding user-specific settings. This disables the routing function
at this interface. Assuming you set up a fixed transmission mode and disabled Autonegotiation
in the existing CPU configuration, then Port 1 continues to be used as terminal device port
instead of being operated as switch port. The CPU interface continues to function, but as a
switch, i. Addressing takes place in HW-Config. To diagnose any detected problems in the user
program, diagnostics messages error and maintenance information can be enabled using OB 82
enable set in HW-Config and then evaluated, for example, by means of SFB There are also
various data records read-out using SFB 52 and system status lists read-out using SFC 51
provided for more detailed diagnostics. Diagnostics is also possible in STEP 7 e. If a device
does not support the faster send clock times of a controller, the send clock is adapted to the

possible send clock of the device. You can parameterize the update time of devices within a
relatively wide range. This again depends on the send clock. STEP 7 automatically makes
allowances for these dependencies in your system configuration. Odd number of send clocks
for IRT with "high performance" option: In addition to the "even-numbered" send clocks s, s, 1
ms, 2 ms, 4 ms , you can set any multiple of ms as "odd-numbered" send clock in the range
from s and 4 ms for IRT with "high performance" option: s, s At a CPU configured for operation
in a line topology, communication is shut down to the following devices. Setting half-duplex
mode is not permitted in any situation. By default it is activated. The addressing is done in
HW-Config. You can operate such a system at transmission rates up to Your choice of
communication service determines the available functionality whether an S7 connection is
required or not the time of connecting The user interfaces can vary considerably SFC, SFB, etc.
Transition between subnets is also supported. PG communication provides the functions
needed to load programs and configuration data, run tests, and evaluate diagnostic information.
OP communication provides functions you require for operator control and monitoring.
Consistency must be ensured by means of the user program refer to the "Data consistency
Page 79 " chapter. The cycle time increases. Data is exchanged via non-configured S7
connections. S7 basic communication provides the functions you require for data exchange.
These functions are integrated into the CPU operating system. The user can utilize this service
via the "System function" SFC user interface. Reference Additional information on SFCs can be
found in the instruction list. A CP is therefore required in certain situations. This function is
integrated in the CPU operating system. Reduction ratio The reduction ratio specifies the cyclic
intervals for GD communication. You can set the reduction ratio when you configure global data
communication in STEP 7. For example, if you set a reduction ratio of 7, global data is
transferred only with every 7th cycle. This reduces the CPU load. CPU 1 e. The connection to
other subnets is here established via modem connection. The lower section of the figure shows
how easily this can be configured in STEP 7. MPl Subnet 2 e. You can send information from a
transmitter to a receiver across several networks. The data sent by means of data record
routing include the parameter assignments for the participating field devices slaves and
device-specific information e. The structure of the target address for data record routing
depends on the data contents, i. With the programming device, data record routing can also be
used to read a parameter set already existing on the field device, edit it and return it to the field
device if the programming device is assigned to a different subnet than that of the target slave.
The field devices themselves do not have to support data record routing, since they do not
forward the information received. The CPU can be programmed for operation as time master
with default synchronization intervals or as time slave. On the automation system in the central
rack You can configure the CPU as time master or time slave. Note The CPU cannot be time
slave on more than one of these interfaces. Requirement: The CPU clock is no longer in default
state. The clock must have been set at least once. Default: No clock synchronization based on
NTP. A point-to- point connection can be used to interconnect programmable controllers,
computers or communication-capable third-party systems. Adaptation to the procedure of the
communication peer is also possible. Data exchanged collectively between the stations should
belong together and originate from a single processing cycle, that is, be consistent. Data
consistency is not ensured for larger data areas. Consequently, data consistency must be
ensured by means of the user program. Instead, this data is copied during user program
runtime. Note Where defined data consistency is required, the length of communication
variables in the user program of the CPUs cannot exceed bytes. Connection-oriented protocols
are used when security is especially important in data transmission. Usually several logical
connections can be established via a physical cable. This means that no connections to a
remote peer are established and terminated. Connectionless protocols transmit data to the
remote peer without any acknowledgement; data transmission is, therefore, not secure. This
data structure contains all parameters you need to establish the connection. You need such a
data structure for each connection, and you can also organize it in a global data storage area. P
DB This data structure contains the required parameters you need to establish the connection
between the user program and the communication layer of the operating system The CONNECT
parameter of the FB 65 "TCON" contains a reference to the address of the corresponding
connection description e. In the parameterization you define which communication peer is the
activate and which one is the passive communication end point. To determine the number of
possible connections, refer to your CPU's technical specifications. The CPU automatically
monitors and maintains the active connection. If the connection is interrupted, for example due
to an open circuit or by the remote communication peer, the active peer tries to reestablish the
connection. This establishes a connection between the user program and operating system's
communication layer. No connection is established to the remote peer. The local access point is

used to send and receive UDP telegrams. This S7 connection is the communication path. Every
connection requires S7 connection resources on the CPU for the entire duration of this
connection. Connection points An S7 connection between communication-capable modules is
established between connection points. The S7 connection always has two connection points:
The active and the passive connection point: The active connection point is assigned to the
module that establishes the S7 connection. The passive connection point is assigned to the
module that accepts the S7 connection. Any module that is capable of communication can thus
act as an S7 connection point. At the connection point, the established connection always
occupies one S7 connection on the relevant module. Transition point If you use the routing
functionality, the S7 connection between two communication-capable modules is established
across a number of subnets. These subnets are interconnected via a gateway. The module that
implements this gateway is known as a router. The router is thus the point through which an S7
connection passes. You can establish a specific number of routing connections. This does not
limit the quantity framework of S7 connections. See also Connection resources for routing Page
89 Communication 3. Connections must also be configured using NetPro for the use of S7
communication. The required S7 connections are then permanently allocated for S7
communication when the configuration is downloaded to the CPU. The CPU's operating system
initiates the connection. S7 basic communication uses the corresponding S7 connections. The
open IE communication does not use any S7 connections. If all reserved S7 connections for PG
communication are allocated, the operating system automatically assigns a free S7 connection
resource which has not yet been reserved. If no more connections are available, the engineering
station cannot go online to communicate with the CPU. If all reserved S7 connection resources
for OP communication are allocated, the operating system automatically assigns a free S7
connection resource which has not yet been reserved. Time sequence for allocation of S7
connections When you configure your project in STEP 7, parameterization blocks are generated
which are read during startup of the modules. Thus the module's operating system reserves or
allocates the relevant S7 connections. The CPU's S7 connections which were not reserved can
be used as required. These S7 connections are allocated in the order they are requested. Since
an OP maintains its communication link at all times, in contrast to the PG, you cannot
subsequently establish another connection via the PG. For PG and OP communication
respectively, at least one connection resource is reserved by default. In the table below, and in
the technical specifications of the CPUs, you can find the configurable S7 connections and the
default settings for each CPU. S7 communication Other connections e. These connections are
available in addition to the connection resources. The subsection below shows the number of
connection resources. S7 communication, OP communication, etc. In addition, 4 routing
connections via the CPU are possible. However, only a maximum of 16 connection resources
for S7 communication at the integrated PN interface can be configured in NetPro. However, take
the interface-specific maximum numbers into account refer to Table In addition to cyclical
communication functions, acyclical access to non-S7 field devices is another important
requirement of our customers and was implemented in the standard EN In the past, acyclical
access was only possible to S7 slaves. Selective handling of DPV1-specific interrupt events by
new interrupt blocks. User-friendly SFB for readout of diagnostics. This permits evaluation and
diagnostics over long distances. Messages and status information are visualized on HTML
pages. Open the web browser. The CPU start page opens. From the start page you can navigate
to further information. In addition to PGs and PCs, this functionality also supports the
integration of thin client solutions for mobile devices e. Proceed as follows to access the web
server: 1. The information appears in a simplified format in this browser. The following figures
show the detailed format in each case. The content of the diagnostic buffer is displayed in
hexadecimal code. Start page, identification and communication information, and variable
status are displayed in plain text. Following displays remain empty: Module information
Messages Topology Variable tables User pages Automatic update of the pages is set by default
until configured otherwise. Carry out the following settings in the "Web" tab to use the full
functionality of the web server: Enable the web server Set the regional web language Adding
entries to the user list HTTPS access activation Activating automatic updates Selecting the
display classes of the messages In order to enjoy the full functionality of the module
information reports, message system, and topology of the project, you should also generate
and load the "Report system errors" function. Activating the web server The web server is
deactivated in the basic configuration in HW Config. You activate the web server in HW Config.
Note The program displays messages and diagnostics information in hexadecimal code if you
enable the web server without selecting a language. User list The user list provides the
following options: Creating users Specifying execution rights Assigning passwords. This
assignment restricts user access exclusively to the options linked permanently to the execution

rights. If no users were configured in HW Config, read-only access is granted to all Web pages.
If users are configured, users who are not logged on can access the Intro and Start pages only.
Configured users who are logged on are allowed to access the Web pages in accordance with
their access rights. If you configured a specific user with "everybody" login, other users who
are not logged on do not have to enter a password in order to access pages released for the
"everybody" group. For example, if the user group "everybody" is granted access rights to
"Read variables", the "Variable table" Web page is always displayed in the main menu bar
without a password having been entered. You can create a maximum of 20 users and
"everybody" users. To view this page, you must explicitly "Add an exception". A valid certificate
Certification Authority is available for download from the "Intro" Web page, "Download
certificate". Instructions for installing the certificate are available in the help system of your
Web browser. An encrypted connection is identified by means of a lock icon in the status bar of
the Web page. Activating automatic updates The following web pages can be updated
automatically: Start page Diagnostic buffer Module information Messages Information about
communication Topology Status of the variables Variable table To enable automatic updates,
proceed as follows: Set the "Activate" check box at "Automatic update" in the properties dialog
"Web" tab of the CPU. Display classes of the messages All display classes of the messages are
activated in the basic configuration in HW Config. The messages for the selected display
classes are displayed later on the "Messages" web page. Messages for display classes that are
not selected are shown as hexadecimal code and not as plain text. This means that the screen
of the Web server outputs static information. Therefore, it is possible that the printed
information is more up to date than the contents on your screen. To open a print preview of the
Web page, click the following icon: Filter settings have no effect on the printout, The printout of
the "Messages" and "Module information" web pages always shows the complete content of the
pages. Use the following icon to save the data: A dialog opens in which you can specify the file
name and target directory. To prevent incorrect display of the data in Excel, do not open the csv
file with double-click. Import the file in Excel by selecting the "Data" and "Import external data"
menu commands. The connection is set up and the "Intro" page opens. In this section, we'll
show you some examples of the layout of different Web pages and explain their functions. Intro
The screenshot below shows the first page Intro called by the Web server. As of now, the Web
server will take you directly to its start page. To display the intro at the start of the web server
again, click the "Intro" link on the start page. Figure Start page before log in Log in You must be
logged in in order to use the full functionality of the Web pages. You now have corresponding
authorizations to access the Web pages released for this user. Figure Identification
"Identification" The "Identification" info box contains the plant and location designation and the
serial number. Figure Diagnostic buffer Requirements The web server is activated, languages
are set, and the project is compiled and downloaded in STEP 7. Select an interval for the entries
from the drop-down list box. Each interval comprises entries. In RUN, 10 entries are set as
default. Select the corresponding event from the "Event" info field. Configuration Configuration
procedure: 1. Open the "Object properties" dialog box from the context menu of the
corresponding CPU. Select the "Web" tab, and then activate the "Enable Web server on this
module" checkbox. Select up to two languages for displaying plain text messages. Save and
compile the project and download the configuration to the CPU. Special features when changing
languages You can change the language, e. If you select a language you have not configured,
the program returns a hexadecimal code instead of plain text information. During this time there
is no concrete display of the status on the "Module information" web page. Dynamic response:
"Report system error" has to be called up cyclically at least every ms. Calling up can take place
in OB 1, or if the cycle time amounts to more than ms, in the watchdog interrupt OB 3x ms and
in the restart OB Diagnostics support: In the "Report system error" dialog box, the "Diagnostic
status DB" check box must be selected in the "Diagnostics support" tab and a DB number
entered. This check box is normally selected as default with configured Web servers. During the
migration of old project, it may however be necessary to select this check box. However, this
status can also be displayed temporarily during operation if a diagnostic interrupt burst occurs
at all modules. It is not possible to determine the status of modules on a subsystem that is
connected to a CP. A click on "Topology" of the selected module automatically takes you to this
module in the graphic view of the target topology on the "Topology" Web page. The module
appears in the visible area of the "Topology" web page and the device head of the selected
module flashes for a few seconds. Select a parameter from the drop-down list box. If applicable,
enter the value of the selected parameter. Click "Filter". The filter criteria are also retained when
you update a page. To deactivate the filter settings, click "Filter" again. Note This tab displays
only the data configured offline. Online data of the modules is not included. It contains the
following information related to the communication statistics of the selected IO device. Overall

statistics - Data packets sent You can assess the quality of data transmission on the send line
based on the key data in this info box. Overall statistics - Data packets received The quality of
the data transfer on the reception line can be determined from the key data in this info box.
Reference Refer to the "Statistics" tab in the "Communication" Page chapter. Messages The
browser displays the content of the message buffer on the "Messages" web page. The
messages cannot be acknowledged on the web server. Figure Messages "Filter" You can filter
the table based on specific criteria. The filter criteria remain active after automatic page
updates. Effects The filter settings are also retained when you update a page. Filter settings
have no effect on the print-out. A printout always contains the entire content of the message
buffer. The message text parameter is an entry which contains the message texts configured for
the corresponding fault definitions. Sorting You can also view the individual parameters in
ascending or descending order. Click in the column header of one of the parameters: Message
number Date Time Message text Status Acknowledgment The messages are returned in
chronological order when you click the "Date" entry. Incoming and outgoing events are output
at the Status parameter. Select the corresponding message from the info field. If you select a
language or corresponding message texts you have not configured, the program returns a
hexadecimal code instead of plain text information. The "Resources" tab For information about
the load of connections on resources, refer to the "Resources" tab. Number of connections
Provides information on the maximum number of connection resources currently not in use.
The connection initiated with the TCON block is set up. Reference For information about the
error messages possibly displayed due to cancellation or failed attempts to set up a connection,
refer to the STEP 7 Online Help. There are three tabs for the following views: Graphical view
target and actual topology Tabular view actual topology only Status overview excluding
topological correlations The tabular view and status overview can be printed. Before printing,
use the print preview of your browser and, if necessary, correct the format. However, a status
view is not provided at this point. The view identifies the topological assignment of PROFINET
devices that have failed, the differences between the target and actual topology, and
interchanged ports. Note The configured target topology is always displayed in the following
scenarios: When the "Topology" web page is called via the navigation bar When you change
from the overview of PROFINET IO devices on the "Module information" Web page to the
"Topology" Web page by means of "Topology" link If no target topology was configured, the
actual topology is called by default. In the Topology Editor of STEP 7, you configured the
topological interconnection of ports requisite for the display of the target topology and
corresponding topological target connections. You compiled the configuration data in HW
Config. The download of all project data is completed configuration and program data. Target
and actual topology - graphical view Figure Graphical view - Target and actual topology
Communication 3. Connections detected red Mismatch between the current actual connection
and the configured target connection e. Causes: Malfunction of communication with a device e.
Interchanged ports Interchanged ports are highlighted in red color in the target topology view.
The actual topology view indicates the actually connected ports, while the target topology view
displays the configured target connections. This device is indicated by means of a light gray
dashed line. Displaying faulty neighbor relationships Nodes whose relation data could not be
read completely or with error are highlighted in light gray with a red frame. Note Displaying
faulty neighbor relationships A firmware update of the affected component is required. Views
after changes to the configuration After having failed, this device remains at the same position
in the "Target topology" view. This error state is indicated by means of a device header with red
frame and a red wrench. After having failed, the device is displayed in the bottom area of the in
the "Actual topology" view. Link between the "Topology" and "Module information" Web pages
The two web pages, "Topology" and "Module information", are linked. A click on the header of a
selected module in the topology view automatically takes you to this module on the "Module
information" Web page. See also the "Module information Page " chapter. A quick error
diagnostics is possible based on the symbols that show the module statuses. The overview
also provides a link of the modules to the "Module information Page " Web page. Figure
Topology - status overview Communication 3. You can monitor the status of up to 50 variables.
Figure Status of the variables "Address" In the "Address" text field, enter the address of the
operand whose behavior you want to monitor. Invalid addresses entered are displayed in red
font. The variable is displayed in hexadecimal code if it cannot be displayed in the selected
display format. The German mnemonics differ compared to other languages. The syntax of
operands you enter may therefore be invalid when you change languages. For example: ABxy
instead of QBxy. The browser outputs a faulty syntax in red font. You can monitor up to
variables in each variable table. Figure Variable tables Selection Select one of the configured
variable tables from this drop-down list box. The drop-down list box outputs a selection of all

valid display formats. Configuring variable tables for the web server The web server lets you
monitor up to 50 variable tables with up to variables each. As the available CPU memory is
shared by messages and variables, the actually available number of variable tables may be
reduced. Example: There is sufficient memory space for approximately configured messages
and 50 variable tables with variables each including the symbol names, but without symbol
comment. The web browser only outputs partial variable tables if memory capacity is exceeded
due to the number of configured messages and variables. You counteract this negative effect by
reducing memory requirements for your messages and symbol comments. You should also use
only one language to display information, if possible. You should also configure your variable
tables with as few variables as possible, with short names and comments, in order to ensure
that the variable tables are displayed in full by the web server and will also be updated faster
than tables containing a large number of variables limited memory of the CPU. Generate a
variable table in STEP 7. Open the properties dialog of the variable table and select the "General
- Part 2" tab. Activate the "Web server" checkbox. Save and compile the project and download
the configuration data to the CPU. A click on the link opens the user page in a new window. No
more than two user pages can be activated at any given time. Procedure 1. The project settings
dialog opens. Specify the HTML file to start as user page and the application name. Although
Industrial Ethernet and standard Ethernet components can be used together, the Industrial
Ethernet devices are more rugged and therefore better suited for industrial environments
temperature, resistance, etc. Established IT standards from the office environment e. The STEP
7 engineering tool supports engineering and configuring of an automation solution. This
concept meets demands for a higher degree of modularity in the field of mechanical and
systems engineering through extensive distribution of intelligent processes. Component Based
Automation allows you to implement complete technological modules form operation as
standardized components in large-scale systems. These functions are configured and
programmed. You continue to configure and program the individual programmable controllers.
Connections between the automation system and field level You can also access other areas on
the Industrial Ethernet from a programming device at the field level. A topological configuration
is not required. IRT option "high performance": A topological configuration is required. The
function reduces the time that configured IO devices require in order to return to cyclic user
data exchange in the following scenarios: On recovery of the power supply not for a CPU that is
operated as intelligent device with prioritized startup On station recovery On activation of IO
devices Note Startup times The startup time depends on the number and type of modules. Note
Prioritized startup and media redundancy You cannot add an IO device with prioritized startup
to a ring topology with media redundancy. The device name does not have to be assigned with
the programming device. The replacement IO device is now assigned a device name from the IO
controller. It is no longer assigned using a removable medium or programming device. The IO
controller uses the configured topology and the relations determined by the IO devices. The
configured target topology must match the actual topology. Before reusing IO devices that you
already had in operation, reset these to factory settings. If the IO controller and IO devices
support this functionality, other devices can assign the "changing partner ports" function to the
port of an IO device by means of configuration, so that communication with each of these
interchanging IO devices is possible at a specific time via this port. No other but the changing
device can be physically connected to the changing port that is currently to be used for
communication. The input and output data of the distributed IO devices in the system is
acquired and output simultaneously. The size of the topology and length of user data could
make it necessary to increase the application cycle factor or the send clock in order to meet
time requirements. The functionality of the intelligent device ensures that the data is
pre-processed in the user program on the CPU. An intelligent IO device can also be operated as
shared device. Application transfer area The IO controller and intelligent IO device communicate
via the configured submodules of this transfer area. With regard to the submodules,
transmission of the user data remains consistent. Prerequisite for using the "Shared Device"
function is that the IO controller and shared device are located on the same Ethernet subnet. If
they are located in the same STEP 7 project, a consistency check is initiated automatically. Note
Shared devices cannot be operated in isochronous mode. Note Note that the power modules
and electronic modules belonging to the same potential group of a shared IO device e. ET S
must be assigned to the same IO controller in order to enable the diagnosis of load voltage
failure. Redundant transmission links ring topology ensure that an alternative communication
path is made available upon transmission link failure. Configuring a ring topology To set up a
ring topology with media redundancy, you must route both free ends of a line network topology
to the same device. To form a ring topology, join the line topology at two ports ring ports of a
device that is connected to the ring. Select and specify the ring ports when configuring the

relevant device. The ring ports of the module are identified by the suffix "R" appended to the
port number. It is used to store code blocks, data blocks, and system data configuration,
connections, module parameters, etc. Blocks that are identified as not relevant for execution are
stored exclusively in the load memory. System memory The system memory is integrated in the
CPU and cannot be expanded. It contains the address areas for bit memories, timers, and
counters the process images of the inputs and outputs local data Memory concept 5. It is used
to execute the code and process user program data. Programs only run in the main memory and
system memory. Retentive data in the load memory Your program in the load memory is always
retentive: It is stored on the SIMATIC Micro Memory Card, where it is protected against power
failures or memory resets Retentive data in the system memory In your configuration Properties
of CPU, Retentivity tab , specify which part of memory bits, timers and counters should be kept
retentive and which of them are to be initialized with "0" on restart warm restart. The diagnostic
buffer, MPI address and baud rate , and runtime meter data are generally stored in the retentive
memory area on the CPU. Retentivity of the MPI address and baud rate ensures that your CPU
can continue to communicate, even after a power loss, memory reset, or loss of communication
parameters e. Retentive data blocks can be uploaded to the main memory in accordance with
the maximum limit allowed by the main memory. In the case of CPU versions V2. Non-retentive
data blocks and code blocks can be loaded in accordance with the maximum main memory
limit. Reference For more information about the assignment of IP address parameters and
device names, refer to the S - Installation Operating Instructions, chapter: IP address
parameters and device name. Memory concept 5. The DB receives the initial values from the
load memory. By using corresponding instructions in your program, you can address the data
directly in the relevant address area. Address areas of the system memory Table 5- 3 Address
areas of the system memory Address areas Description Process input image At every start of
an OB 1 cycle, the CPU reads the input values from the input modules and saves them in the
process input image. Process output image During the cycle, the program calculates the values
for the outputs and stores them in the process output image. Bit memory This area provides
memory for saving the intermediate results of a program calculation. Timers Timers are
available in this area. Counters Counters are available in this area. Instead, a memory area in
the CPU system memory is accessed. This memory area is the process image. The process
image has two sections: the process image of inputs, and the process image of outputs. If the
signal state at an input module changes during program execution, the signal status in the
process image is maintained until the process image is updated in the next cycle. Moreover,
since the process image is stored in the CPU's system memory, access to the process image is
significantly faster than direct access to the signal modules. Process image update The
operating system updates the process image periodically. The figure below shows the
sequence of this operation within a cycle. Startup program User program Startup C y c l e t i m e
Write process image of outputs to modules Read inputs from modules and refresh data in
process image of inputs. Execute user program OB 1 and all blocks called therein. This means
that the process input image is updated up to the set PII size with the corresponding values of
the input modules existing within this address area, or the values of the process output image
up to the set POI limit are written to the output modules existing within this address area. This
set size of the process image is ignored with respect to STEP 7 commands used to access the
process image e. A I These commands output up to the maximum size of the process image,
however they do not output any synchronous access errors see technical specifications for
size. Instead, they only access the permanently existing internal memory area of the process
image. Particularly if these process image limits were changed, you should check to which
extent your user program continues to access the process image in the area between the set
and the maximum process image size. You should also note that certain CPs may only be
addressed outside of the process image. These local data have a fixed length in each OB. Local
data must be initialized prior to the first read access. Furthermore, each organization block
requires 20 bytes of local data for its start information. The CPU is equipped with a memory for
storing temporary variables local data of blocks which are being processed. The size of this
memory area depends on the CPU. It is distributed among the priority classes in partitions of
equal size. Each priority class has its own local data area. If you use complex nesting levels for
block processing, this may cause an overflow of the local data area. Make allowances for local
data required for synchronous error OBs. This is assigned to the respective triggering priority
class. See also Retentivity of load memory, system memory, and main memory Page Memory
concept 5. You can use MMCs as load memory or as portable data carrier. The number of delete
or programming operations 2. You can also ensure that your project data is retained by
archiving it. The previous content of the Micro Memory Card is deleted in the process. Blocks
use the load memory area as specified under "Load memory requirements" in "General block

properties". You cannot run the program until all the blocks are downloaded. The load memory
is empty if the load operation could not be completed due to power loss or impermissible
blocks. Once encrypted, the blocks can no longer be edited or monitored in STEP 7. The
encryption also prevents execution of all test and commissioning functions, e. This is the only
tool that you can use for strong encryption of the blocks. General procedure To encrypt the
blocks, proceed as follows: 1. The S7BLP tool is launched. Select the block multiple selection is
possible. Right-click the block to be encoded and select "Encrypt Block The "Encrypt Block"
dialog opens. Select whether to include decompilation data in the encryption. Note All attempts
to decompile the block will fail if you deactivate the check box! Enter a key string with a length
of at least 12 characters in both fields. Make sure you keep the key in a safe place. Click "OK" to
launch the encryption. Result: The block is encrypted. The following icons identify this status:
Decompilable encrypted block Encrypted block that cannot be decompiled Memory concept 5.
The final cycle time can only be determined with encrypted blocks. You then want to add new
blocks to the user program. Overwrite: In this case, you make changes to blocks of your user
program. After loading runtime-relevant blocks, their content is transferred to the main memory
and activated. The block content is here identical with that of the last download to the CPU.
Runtime-relevant DBs are an exception, because their actual values are transferred. Main
memory used by this block is released. The free memory space is made available as one block.
The load memory will be empty if the function cannot be completed due to a power failure. A
memory reset restructures the CPU's memory management. All blocks in the load memory are
retained. All runtime-relevant blocks are transferred once again from the load memory to the
main memory, in particular to initialize the data blocks in the main memory restore initial values.
Non-retentive DBs receive their initial values. The values of all retentive M, C, T are retained. The
process images are deleted. You can implement a simple recipe concept using
non-runtime-relevant DBs. In this case, the recipes should have the same structure length. One
DB should exist per recipe. Therefore, recipes only occupy load memory space and no main
memory space. As a result, the main memory only has to accommodate the data of one record.
The user program can now access data of the current recipe. This data written to the load
memory is portable and is retained in case of a memory reset. This typically reduces
performance compared to passive system functions by the factor These values are to be logged
and analyzed. Processing sequence Acquisition of measured values: The CPU writes all
measured values to a DB for alternating backup mode in several DBs which is located in main
memory. Evaluation of measured values: Measured value DBs saved to the load memory can be
uploaded and evaluated by other communication peers e. PG, PC, etc. Note In addition to
project data, you may also have to store your user data on the MMC. The volume of project data
to be saved corresponds with the size of the project's archive file. Note For technical reasons,
you can only transfer the entire contents user program and project data using the Save project
to memory card function. Cycle and response times 6. Definition of cycle time The cycle time
represents the time that an operating system needs to execute a program, that is, one OB 1
cycle, including all program sections and system activities interrupting this cycle. This time is
monitored. Time slice model Cyclic program processing, and therefore also user program
processing, is based on time slices. To clarify these processes, let us assume that every time
slice has a length of precisely 1 ms. Process image During cyclic program processing, the CPU
requires a consistent image of the process signals. Table 6- 1 Cyclic program processing Phase
Sequence 1 The operating system initiates cycle time monitoring. Program execution is not
interrupted by the operator control and monitoring functions. Extending the cycle time Always
make allowances for the extension of the cycle time of a user program due to: Time-based
interrupt processing Hardware interrupt processing Diagnostics and error processing
Processing of synchronous cycle interrupts Communication with programming devices PGs ,
Operator Panels OPs , and via connected CPs e. See table "Data for calculating the typical
transfer time for the process image" User program execution time Is calculated from the
execution times of the different instructions, see S instruction list Operating system execution
time at cycle control point See table "Typical operating system execution times at the cycle
control point" Extension of cycle time due to communication load Load on cycle times due to
interrupts Interrupt requests can always stop user program execution. See table "Typical
extended cycle time due to nested interrupts". The times specified might be prolonged as a
result of interrupts or CPU communication. Operating system processing time at the cycle
control point The table below shows the operating system processing times at the cycle control
point of the CPUs. These times apply without: Testing and commissioning routines, e. Details
are found in the table below. Table 6- 7 Typical extended cycle time due to nested interrupts
Interrupt type CPU Hardware interrupt Diagnostic interrupt Time-of-day interrupt Time-delay
interrupt Cyclic interrupt C s s s s s C s s s s s C-2 s s s s s C-2 s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s

s s s s s 80 s 80 s s s s 50 s 40 s The program runtime at interrupt level must be added to this
time extension. The corresponding times are added together if the program contains nested
interrupts. The figure below shows different cycle times Tcyc1 and Tcyc2. OB 1 can vary for
different reasons. They vary because of: Conditional instructions Conditional block calls
Different program paths Loops, etc. These influences lead to cycle times that differ in length.
Scan cycle monitoring time The time is monitored for program execution in OB 1. This
monitoring is performed using the so-called scan cycle monitoring time. By default, the
monitoring time in STEP 7 is preset to ms. You can use the CPU's parameter settings to modify
this value in a range from 1 ms to 6 s. If the processing of the main program exceeds the set
scan cycle monitoring time, the CPU calls the OB 80 error interrupt. The scan cycle monitoring
time includes the entire processing time of OB 1. This time also includes the processing times
for higher priority classes, that interrupt the main program in the current cycle.
Communications processes by the operating system also extend the runtime of the main
program. Processing performance not required for communication is made available to other
processes. Maximum load generated by communication functions increases by approx. Cycle
time prolongation depends on the load caused by communication processes and can fluctuate.
The calculated cycle time is 10 ms. Using the above formula, the cycle time is extended by the
factor 1. Using the above formula, the cycle time is extended by the factor 2. In our example we
have chosen a cycle time of 10 ms. This further extends the OB 1 cycle. This extension depends
on the number of events that occur per OB 1 cycle and the time required to process these
events. Note Change the value of the "communication load" parameter to check runtime effects
on the cycle time. You must consider the communication load when setting the maximum cycle
time, otherwise time errors may occur. Tips Use the default setting whenever possible. Increase
this value only if the CPU is used primarily for communication and if the user program is not
time critical. In all other situations you should only reduce this value. How the cycle time is
extended as a result of active testing and commissioning functions is shown in the table below.
It must also be set via "Process mode Maximum permitted increase of cycle time as a result of
test functions". Thus, the parameterized time is monitored absolutely in process mode, and
data acquisition is stopped if a timeout occurs. This is how STEP 7 stops data requests in loops
before a loop ends, for example. When running in test mode, the complete loop is executed in
every cycle. This can significantly increase cycle time. Loops in the test and process mode are
handled differently in the Status block. Process mode: First loop iteration is displayed Test
mode: Last loop iteration is displayed. Leads to a significant cycle time increase for many loop
iterations. In terms of function, there is also no difference between process mode and test
mode. Note It is also possible to set breakpoints in test mode. However, if you deactivated these
automatic updates during configuration e. This is done by calling the SFCs to at the appropriate
times. The following graphic shows the configuration that was used for the measurements. Tips
and notes The upper graphic already includes the use of uniform values for the transfer
frequency of all interconnections to a peer. The use of data structures and arrays in an
interconnection instead of many single interconnections with simple data structures increases
the performance. Fluctuation range The actual response time lies between the shortest and the
longest response time. You must always assume the longest response time when configuring
your system. The shortest and longest response times are contemplated below to give you an
idea of the fluctuation range of the response time. The delay of relay outputs also depends on
the temperature and voltage. For analog inputs: cycle time for analog input For analog outputs:
response time at analog outputs The delay times can be found in the technical specifications of
the signal modules S Automation System Module Data. You can then view the DP cycle time of
your configuration on the PG. The figure below gives you an overview of the DP cycle time. In
this example, we assume that the data of each DP slave has an average length of 4 bytes. That
is, you will have to calculate the times for each master separately and then add up the results.
The change in input signal is therefore also included in the Pll. The change in input signal is
processed here by the user program. The user program reaction to the change in input signal is
transferred to the outputs here. See also Overview: Response time Page Cycle and response
times 6. The status changes at the monitored input while reading the Pll. The change of the
input signal is now ignored in the Pll. User program User program R e s p o n s e t i m e Here,
the change of the input signal is included in the Pll. Here, the user program response to the
change of the input signal is transferred to the outputs. Here, the change of the input signal is
processed by the user program. See also Overview: Response time Page 6. Faster response
times can be achieved using hardware interrupts. Cycle time 1. Determine the user program
runtime with the help of the instruction list. Calculate and add the transfer time for the process
image refer to Chapter Calculating the cycle time Page Corresponding guide values are found in
the table Data for calculating the process image transfer time. Add the processing time at the

cycle control point. Corresponding guide values are found in the table Operating system
processing time at the cycle control point. You can find these values in the table Cycle time
extension due to test and commissioning functions. The final result is the cycle time. Use the
instruction list to calculate the runtime of the program sections which process the interrupts. To
do this, add the corresponding value from the table "Typical cycle time extension due to nested
interrupts". Multiply this value by the factor from step 1. The result is an approximated actual
cycle time. Note down the result. Table 6- 12 Example of calculating the response time Shortest
response time Longest response time 5. Multiply the actual cycle time by factor 2. Now add the
delays of the inputs and outputs. The result you obtain is the shortest response time. The result
you obtain is the longest response time. There is no active communication. There is no interrupt
processing. Hence, the actual cycle time is 6. The delay of the inputs and outputs is negligible.
The result is a conversion time of 22 ms per channel. Since 8 channels are active, the result is a
cycle time of ms for the analog input module. This results in a conversion time of 0. Since 4
channels are active, the result is a cycle time of 3. A settling time of 0. The result is a response
time of 3. Response times plus delay times of the inputs and outputs: Scenario 1: An output
channel of the digital output module is set when a digital input signal is read in. Scenario 2: An
analog value is read in, and an analog value is output. General rule: Higher priority interrupts
are handled first. This means that the interrupt response time is extended by the program
execution time of the higher priority interrupt OBs and interrupt OBs with the same priority that
occurred earlier and have not been processed yet queue. Calculation The formulas below show
how you can calculate the minimum and maximum interrupt response times. CPU 0. The
conversion times can be found in the data sheet for the individual analog input modules. The
diagnostic interrupt response time of signal modules is equivalent to the period that expires
between the time a signal module detects a diagnostic event and the time this signal module
triggers the diagnostic interrupt. This short time can be neglected. Hardware interrupt
processing Hardware interrupt processing begins when the hardware interrupt OB 40 is called.
Higher- priority interrupts stop hardware interrupt processing. After hardware interrupt
processing has terminated, cyclic program execution continues or further interrupt OBs of
equal or lower priority are called and processed. Cyclic interrupt: The fluctuation range of the
interval between two successive calls, measured between the respective initial operations of the
interrupt OB. Reproducibility The following times apply for the CPUs described in this manual,
with the exception of CPU Time-delay interrupt: s Cyclic interrupt: s The following times apply
in the case of CPU Time-delay interrupt: 60 s Cyclic interrupt: 60 s These times only apply if the
interrupt can actually be executed at this time and if it is not delayed, for example, by
higher-priority interrupts or queued interrupts of equal priority. You decided not to use
time-driven processing, diagnostics or error handling. You have parameterized an input delay of
0. No activities are required at the cycle control point. This calculated hardware interrupt
response time expires between the time a signal is received at the digital input and the first
operation in OB Note Information about the nameplate You will find the current identifiers and
approvals on the rating plate of the respective product. In potentially explosive environments,
there is a risk of personal injury and damage to property if you remove S connectors in runtime.
In potentially explosive environments, always isolate the S before you remove any connectors.
Test logos and their meaning The section below describes the test logos attached to the module
and explains their meaning. General technical specifications 7. UL approval Underwriters
Laboratories Inc. Underwriters Laboratories Inc. Table 7- 1 Use in industrial environments Field
of application Noise emission requirements Noise immunity requirements Industry EN EN
General technical specifications 7. Compliance of the S system with specifications and
directives on electric design is prerequisite. Pulse-shaped disturbance The table below shows
the electromagnetic compatibility of S7 modules in areas subject to pulse-shaped interference.
Pulse-shaped disturbance Test voltage corresponds with degree of severity Electrostatic
discharge according to IEC Frequency Emitted interference 0. The data below apply to modules
shipped or put on shelf in their original packing. Class 3M3 mechanical requirements Class 3K3
climatic requirements Use with additional measures The S may not be used under the
conditions outlined below without taking additional measures: At locations with a high degree
of ionizing radiation In aggressive environments caused, for example, by The development of
dust Corrosive vapors or gases Strong electric or magnetic fields In installations requiring
special monitoring, for example Elevators Electrical plants in potentially hazardous areas An
additional measure could be an installation of the S in a cabinet or housing. Mechanical
environmental conditions The table below shows the mechanical environmental conditions in
the form of sinusoidal oscillations. Frequency band Continuous Infrequently 10 f 58 Hz 0, mm
amplitude 0. We recommend the installation of the S on damping materials for example, rubberbonded-to-metal mounting. No protection against the ingress of water. The table shows the

rated voltages and corresponding tolerances. Rated voltages Tolerance 24 V DC For information
about the maximum number of blocks that can be loaded on a specific CPU, refer to the
corresponding technical specification. Technical specifications of CPU 31xC 8. OB See
instruction list Size, max. Deviation per day, max. Daily deviation 10 s, typ. Behavior of the clock
on expiration of the buffered period The clock continues at the time of day it had when power
was switched off. With RT for send clock of s s to ms for send clock of s s to ms for send clock
of 1 ms 1 ms to ms for send clock of 2 ms 2 ms to ms for send clock of 4 ms 4 ms to ms
Technical specifications of CPU 31xC 8. User data consistency, max. MCB switch, Type C, min.
For example, you can use all digital inputs not used for counting functions as standard DI. Read
access to inputs used by technological functions is possible. Write access to outputs used by
technological functions is not possible. They operate with a sampling rate of 1 kHz. That is, a
new value is available at the peripheral input word register once every millisecond and can then
be read via the user program e. L PEW. The "previous" value is read again if access times are
shorter than 1 ms. They are attenuated according to the trend in the figure below. The selected
interference frequency suppression also determines the integration time. With an interference
frequency suppression of 50 Hz the software filter generates the mean value based on the last
20 measurements and saves the result as a measured value. The interference frequency
suppression will not work with a setting of Hz software filter deactivated. The analog input
signals of channels 0 to 3 pass through integrated low-pass filters. Cycle 1. In this case, Hz
interference frequency suppression must be configured for the respective input. This is
equivalent to a "deactivation" of the software filter. This ensures maximum interference
immunity for these analog inputs. Outputs not connected In order to disconnect unused analog
outputs from power, you must disable and leave them open during parameter assignment with
STEP 7. Reference For detailed information e. Refer to the structure of record 1 for the
respective parameters. Bit no. Byte 9 Bit no. Reference See also Chapter 4. You can specify the
interrupt behavior for each individual input in your parameterization. Options are: No interrupt
Interrupt when edge is rising Interrupt when edge is falling Interrupt when edge is rising or
falling Note Every channel will retain 1 event if the rate of incoming interrupts exceeds the
handling capacity of OB Further events interrupts will be lost, without diagnostics or explicit
message. Reserved Hardware interrupt of E Technological functions Diagnostics options for the
respective technological function are found in the Manual Technological Functions. Please note
that your newly set filter time may only take effect after the previously set filter time has expired.
Cable length unshielded, max. Capacitive load, max. Inductive load 0. Height: mm Depth: mm, or
mm with opened front cover. Technical specifications of CPU 31x 9. With RT for send clock of s
s to ms for send clock of s s to ms for send clock of 1 ms 1 ms to ms for send clock of 2 ms 2
ms to ms for send clock of 4 ms 4 ms to ms For IRT with "high flexibility" option for send clock
of s s to ms for send clock of s s to ms for send clock of 1 ms 1 ms to ms For IRT with "high
performance" option for send clock of s s to 4 ms for send clock of s s to 8 ms for send clock of
1 ms 1 ms to 16 ms for send clock of 2 ms 2 ms to 32 ms for send clock of 4 ms 4 ms to 64 ms
Technical specifications of CPU 31x 9. Transfer memory Inputs bytes Outputs bytes Address
range, max. With RT for send clock of s s to ms for send clock of s s to ms for send clock of 1
ms 1 ms to ms Technical specifications of CPU 31x 9. Transfer memory Inputs bytes Outputs
bytes Address areas, max. Address An address is the identifier of a specific address or address
area. Examples: Input I Analog module Analog modules convert process values e. Applications
on the programming device are for example STEP 7. Backplane bus The backplane bus is a
serial data bus. It supplies power to the modules and is also used by the modules to
communicate with each other. Bus connectors interconnect the modules. Backup memory
Backup memory ensures buffering of the memory areas of a CPU without backup battery. It
backs up a configurable number of timers, counters, memory and data bytes,retentive timers,
counters, memory bits and data bytes. They store intermediate results of calculations. They can
be accessed in bit, word or dword operations. See System memory Bus A bus is a
communication medium connecting several nodes. Data can be transferred via serial or parallel
circuits, that is, via electrical conductors or fiber optic. Bus segment A bus segment is a
self-contained section of a serial bus system. Clock memory flag bit which can be used to
generate clock pulses in the user program 1 byte per flag bit. Note When operating with S CPUs,
make sure that the byte of the clock memory bit is not overwritten in the user program! Coaxial
cable A coaxial cable, also known as "coax", is a metal conductor system used in HF
transmission circuits, for example, as radio and TV antenna cable, and in modern networks
demanding high data transmission rates. The inner conductor of a coaxial cable is sheathed by
a tube- like outer conductor. These conductors are separated by plastic insulation. In contrast
to other cables, this type of cable provides a high degree of immunity to interference and EMC
compatibility. This eliminates fragmentation which occurs when blocks are deleted or edited.

Consistent data Data which belongs together in terms of content and must not be separated is
known as consistent data. For example, the values of analog modules must always be handled
as a whole, that is, the value of an analog module must not be corrupted as a result of read
access at two different points of time. Counters Counters are part of CPU system memory.
Cycle control point The cycle control point is the section of the CPU program processing in
which the process image is updated. Cyclic interrupt Interrupt, cyclic interrupt Data block Data
blocks DB are data areas in the user program which contain user data. There are global data
blocks which can be accessed by all code blocks, and instance data blocks which are assigned
to a specific FB call. Data exchange broadcast Direct data exchange Data exchange traffic
Direct data exchange Data set routing Functionality of a module with several network
connections. Data, static Static data can only be used within a function block. These data are
saved in an instance data block that belongs to a function block. Data stored in an instance data
block are retained until the next function block call. Data, temporary Temporary data represent
local data of a block. They are stored in the L-stack when the block is executed. After the block
has been processed, these data are no longer available. Enables the assignment of device
parameters e. Default router The default router is the router that is used when data must be
forwarded to a partner located within the same subnet. This information can be looked up via
the SNMP. This information allows a network management system to determine the network
topology. When it ships, an IO device does not have a device name. A replaced IO device that
has already been put into operation must be reset to factory settings using the "Reset to factory
settings" function. The replaced IO device is assigned the device name by the IO controller and
no longer from a removable media or programming device. The IO controller uses the
configured topology and the neighboring relationships determined by the IO devices to this
purpose. The configured target topology must coincide accordingly with the actual topology.
Diagnostic buffer The diagnostics buffer represents a buffered memory area in the CPU. It
stores diagnostic events in the order of their occurrence. Diagnostic interrupt Modules capable
of diagnostics operations report detected system errors to the CPU by means of diagnostic
interrupts. DPV1 The designation DPV1 means extension of the functionality of the acyclical
services to include new interrupts, for example provided by the DP protocol. Equipotential
bonding Electrical connection equipotential bonding conductor which eliminates potential
difference between electrical equipment and external conductive bodies by drawing potential to
the same or near the same level, in order to prevent disturbing or dangerous voltages between
these bodies. Error display One of the possible reactions of the operating system to a runtime
error is to output an error message. Error handling via OB After the operating system has
detected a specific error e. Error response Reaction to a runtime error. Reactions of the
operating system: It sets the automation system to STOP, indicates the error, or calls an OB in
which the user can program a reaction. Fast Ethernet uses the Base-T standard. They are used
on Memory Cards. Force The Force function can be used to assign the variables of a user
program or CPU also: inputs and outputs constant values. In this context, please note the
limitations listed in the Overview of the test functions section in the chapter entitled Test
functions, Diagnostics and Troubleshooting in the S Installation manual. A function allows
parameters to be passed in the user program. Functions are therefore suitable for programming
frequently occurring complex functions, e. A function block allows parameters to be transferred
to the user program. Function blocks are therefore suitable for programming frequently
recurring, complex functions, e. Functional ground Grounding which has the sole purpose of
safeguarding the intended function of electrical equipment. With functional grounding you
short-circuit interference voltage which would otherwise have an unacceptable impact on
equipment. A GD circuit is identified by a GD circuit number. GD element A GD element is
generated by assigning shared global data. It is identified by a unique global data ID in the
global data table. In particular, this refers to bit memories M, inputs I, outputs Q, timers,
counters and data blocks DB. Global data can be accessed via absolute or symbolic
addressing. Ground The conductive earth whose electrical potential can be set equal to zero at
any point. Ground potential can be different from zero in the area of grounding electrodes. The
term reference ground is frequently used to describe this situation. Grounding means, to
connect an electrically conductive component via an equipotential grounding system to a
grounding electrode one or more conductive components with highly conductive contact to
earth. Chassis ground is the totality of all the interconnected passive parts of a piece of
equipment on which dangerous fault-voltage cannot occur. Hardware interrupt A hardware
interrupt is triggered by interrupt-triggering modules as a result of a specific event in the
process. The hardware interrupt is reported to the CPU. The assigned organization block will be
processed according to interrupt priority. Accordingly, the intelligent device is integrated into a
"higher-level" IO controller, acting as IO device. These priority classes include interrupts, e.

When an interrupt is triggered, the operating system automatically calls an assigned OB. In this
OB the user can program the desired response e. Interrupt, cyclic interrupt A cyclic interrupt is
generated periodically by the CPU in a configurable time pattern. A corresponding OB will be
processed. It is generated on expiration of a time started in the user program. It is generated at
a specific date or daily and time-of-day e. The IP address is made up of 4 decimal numbers with
a range of values from 0 through The decimal numbers are separated by a period. The IP
address is made up of The address of the subnet network and The address of the node
generally called the host or network node. The geographical topology of a LAN is limited to the
local premises and is only available to the operating company or institution. Load memory This
memory contains objects generated by the programming device. Load memory is implemented
by means of a plug-in Micro Memory Card of different memory capacities. This 6-byte long
device identifier is the MAC address. The MAC address is divided up as follows: 3 bytes vendor
identifier and 3 bytes device identifier consecutive number. The MAC address is normally
printed on the front of the device. It is used to run the code and process user program data.
Media redundancy Function that ensures network and system availability. Redundant
transmission links ring topology ensure that an alternative communication path is made
available if a transmission link fails. Their only difference to the Memory Card is the smaller
size. Module parameters Module parameters are values which can be used to configure module
behavior. A distinction is made between static and dynamic module parameters. Each node is
identified by its unique MPI address. Nesting depth is referred to as the number of
simultaneously called code blocks. Network A network consists of one or more interconnected
subnets with any number of nodes. Several networks can exist alongside each other. Network A
network is a larger communication system that allows data exchange between a large number
of nodes. All the subnets together form a network. Each priority class is assigned organization
blocks OBs in which the S7 user can program a response. The OBs are assigned different
default priority classes. These determine the order in which OBs are executed or interrupt each
other when they appear simultaneously. Operating system The CPU operating system organizes
all the CPU functions and processes which are not associated with a specific control task. The
order in which the user program is executed is defined in the organization blocks. Parameters 1.
Variable of a STEP 7 code block 2. Variable for declaring module response one or several per
module. All modules have a suitable basic factory setting which can be customized in STEP 7.
There are static and dynamic parameters. Parameters, dynamic Unlike static parameters, you
can change dynamic module parameters during runtime by calling an SFC in the user program,
e. Parameters, static Unlike dynamic parameters, static parameters of modules cannot be
changed by the user program. You can only modify these parameters by editing your
configuration in STEP 7, for example, modification of the input delay parameters of a digital
signal input module. The function reduces the time that configured IO devices require in order
to return to cyclic user data exchange in the following scenarios: After the power supply has
returned After a station has come back online After the activation of IO devices Priority class
The S7 CPU operating system provides up to 26 priority classes or "Program execution levels".
Specific OBs are assigned to these classes. The priority classes determine which OBs interrupt
other OBs. Multiple OBs of the same priority class do not interrupt each other. In this case, they
are executed sequentially. Process image The process image is part of CPU system memory. At
the start of cyclic program execution, the signal states at the input modules are written to the
process image of the inputs. At the end of cyclic program execution, the signal status of the
process image of the outputs is transferred to the output modules. From the perspective of the
user program, the distributed IOs are addressed in exactly the same way as the central IOs. This
means that the IO controller exchanges input and output signals with assigned field devices.
The IO controller is often the controller on which the automation program runs. Programmable
logic controller Programmable controllers PLCs are electronic controllers whose function is
stored as a program in the control unit. The structure and wiring of the device does not
therefore depend on the controller's function. A programmable logic controller is structured like
a computer. The IOs and the programming language are oriented to control engineering needs.
Programming device Programming devices are essentially compact and portable PCs which are
suitable for industrial applications. They are identified by a special hardware and software for
programmable logic controllers. Real Time Real time means that a system processes external
events within a defined time. Determinism means that a system reacts in a predictable
deterministic manner. In industrial networks, both these requirements are important. PROFINET
is implemented as a deterministic real-time network as follows: The transfer of time-critical data
between different stations over a network within a defined interval is guaranteed. An exact
prediction of the time at which the data transfer takes place is possible. On restart, the input
process image is read in and the STEP 7 user program is executed, starting at the first

instruction in OB1. The non-retentive area of memory flag bits, timers and counters is reset
following a power failure and a transition from the STOP mode to the RUN mode. A router works
in a similar way to a switch. With a router, however, you can also specify which communication
nodes may communicate via the router and which may not. The communication nodes on
various sides of a router can only communicate with one another if you have explicitly enabled
communication between these nodes via the router. Real-time data cannot be exchanged
beyond subnet boundaries. The configuration data generated with this tool must be
downloaded to the PC station or exported. This makes the PC station ready for communication.
Slave A slave can only exchange data after being requested to do so by the master. This
information allows a network management system to run detailed network diagnostics. Can be
triggered by means of the mode selector switch, or after power on, or by an operator action on
the programming device. An S performs a restart. Subnetwork All the devices interconnected by
switches are nodes of the same network or subnet. All the devices in a subnet can
communicate directly with each other. All devices in the same subnet have the same subnet
mask. A subnet is physically restricted by a router. Multiple communication nodes are
interconnected at the port of an active network component, that is, at the switch. Other
communications nodes including switches can then be connected to the other ports of the
switch. The connection between a communication node and the switch remains a point-to-point
link. The task of a switch is therefore to regenerate and distribute received signals. A switch has
a certain number of ports. System diagnostics System diagnostics refers to the detection,
evaluation, and signaling of errors that occur within the PLC, for example programming errors
or module failures. System memory contains the address areas e. The current CPU
configuration and configurable signal modules. The current states and processes in the CPU
and in configurable signal modules. Terminating resistor The terminating resistor is used to
avoid reflections on data links. The content of timer cells is automatically updated by the
operating system, asynchronously to the user program. STEP 7 instructions are used to define
the precise function of the timer cell for example, on-delay and to initiate their execution for
example, start. Topology Network structure. The transmission medium is a shielded 2x2
twisted-pair cable with an impedance of AWG The transmission characteristics of this cable
must meet the requirements of category 5. The maximum length of the connection between the
terminal and the network component must not exceed m. The connections are implemented
according to the Base-TX standard with the RJ connector system. The send cycle can be
configured separately for each IO device and determines the interval at which data are sent from
the IO controller to the IO device outputs as well as data from the IO device to the IO controller
inputs. The user program contains all instructions, declar
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